
the immune system fails to recognise cancer cells 

the cancer cells produce signals that stop the immune system from

attacking it

the cancer cells hide or escape from the immune system

cancer can weaken the immune system

cancer treatments might weaken the immune system

the immune system may help to fight cancer

chemotherapy

radiotherapy

high dose of steroids

Our immune system works to protect our body against infection, illness

and disease. It also works to protect us from the development of cancer.

The immune system includes the lymph glands, spleen and white blood

cells. 

Normally, it can spot and destroy faulty cells in the body, stopping

cancer from developing. Cancer develops when:

 An intact immune system is important to people with cancer because:

Cancer treatments that are likely to weaken the immune system are:
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   raditionally, we have been treating cancer by
attacking it with chemotherapy, radiation, or
by removing it with surgery.  The "cut, burn
and poison" techniques are estimated to treat
half of the cases diagnosed with cancer, but
what about the other half? For a very long time,
physicians have been trying to kill mutating
versions of our own cells, trying to kill the bad
ones, sparing the good ones, and making
ourselves sick in the process. 

But now there's a new and effective approach
to treat cancer- one that acts on the patient's
immune system, instead of cancer. 

Our immune system is the most effective
natural defence against disease. Anything
that's not supposed to be in the body, gets
destroyed by the immune system. Cells of the
immune system are on constant patrol to
attack and destroy any invaders that make us
sick, including cells that mutate to develop into
cancer. 

How does the cancer-killing process take
place? 

The immune cells such as T cells and
Dendritic cells (the key antigen-presenting
cells) defend and protect the body. 

The Dendritic cells patrol the body looking
for cancer cells and other organisms
causing diseases. They act as informer
cells. The T cells, on the other hand, are the
soldiers of the immune system that actually
do the cancer-killing process. 

When the Dendritic cell finds a suspicious
cell, it sends a specific signal to the T cell to
multiply and attack the suspicious cell.
That's how the cancer-killing process takes
place. 

The question is, why doesn't the immune
system fight cancer already?

The answer is, it does try to kill cancer, but
cancer evades the immune responses. In
other words, cancer escapes or hides from
the immune system shuts down the
defences and avoids the fight. 

 

What is cancer immunotherapy, the new
breakthrough in science?

Cancer immunotherapy is an approach to
defeat cancer, by unmasking cancer,
unleashing the power of the immune
system and starting the fight, again.
Cancer immunotherapy is often
understood as a recent discovery when in
actuality it dates back to antiquity.  Despite
its long history, it has blossomed into
fruition only in recent years with the
advances of multiple forms of treatment,
including cancer vaccines, adoptive cell
transfer, chimeric antigen (CAR) T cell, and
immune checkpoint inhibitors. The good
part is that our immune system has an
amazing capacity for remembering
disease-causing agents so immunotherapy
promises a unique opportunity to treat
cancer successfully and achieve prolonged
remission. 

The good physician treats the disease, the great physician treats the patient who has the
disease.

 
-Sir William Osler, 1849-1919

IMMUNOTHERAPY
 

-THE BREAKTHROUGH CANCER TREATMENT

(A few Excerpts from "The Breakthrough: Immunotherapy
and the Race to Cure Cancer)

A graphical representation of the cancer-killing process
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Monoclonal antibodies (MABs) recognise and attack certain proteins on the surface of cancer cells

Vaccines help the immune system to recognise and attack cancer. 

Cytokines are a group of proteins, naturally found in the body. They help to boost the immune system.

CAR T-cell therapy (also called adoptive cell transfer) to change the genes in a person's white blood cells

Checkpoint inhibitors are a type of immunotherapy that block different checkpoint proteins. 

Immunotherapy is modern science that uses our immune system to fight cancer. It works by helping the immune

system recognise and attack cancer cells. It is a major breakthrough in the field of science and modern medicine in

treating cancer. For a very long time, we have been treating cancer by either burning it through radiation, cutting or

removing it by surgery or poisoning the cancer cells with chemotherapy. This has resulted in lesser cures and

numerous, unwanted side effects. So now, there's a new and different approach to treat cancer- one that acts on the

patient's immune system, instead of cancer.

Immunotherapy leads the way forward to finding better cures as well as reducing the adverse effects.

Immunotherapy is a more personalised and tailor-made approach to cancer, as opposed to treating cancer by a "one-

size-fits-all" approach. It also happens to be a more targeted treatment, bringing minimal to no collateral damage to

the body. 

Immunotherapy is an umbrella term that encompasses different modalities to boost the immune system to fight

cancer. Some of these are also called Biological therapy or Targeted therapy. 

The different types of immunotherapies are such as:

This is done by making substances in a lab that are just like immune system components and using them to
help restore or improve how your immune system works to find and attack cancer cells
The other way is to modify or train cells to become cancer-fighting cells. These cells when given back to the
body jumpstart the process of killing cancer

Did you know-Immunotherapy is a treatment that can be made in a lab? 

Yes, we can make cells/ substances in the lab, just like immune cells/components, and use them to HELP
our immune system fight cancer cells.

WHAT IS CANCER IMMUNOTHERAPY?

C A N C E R  F O C U S  N E W S L E T T E R
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SMOKING: HOW DOES IT LEAD TO CANCER?

Smoking leads to mutations in our DNA. In other words, it means that the DNA gets damaged, due to tobacco

smoking. This damaged or mutated DNA, in turn, gives rise to abnormal protein in our lung cells. Proteins that

are changed or abnormal, stop functioning normally. This makes the cell become defective (cancerous) and

grows and divides uncontrollably to form cancer. The mutated proteins are broken down into small pieces and

presented on the surface of cancer cells. These abnormal peptides are recognised as foreign and activate the T

cells to kill the cancer cells.

The question is if the immune system can recognise and kill the cancer cells, why do people develop

cancer?

Sometimes, the immune system fails to do its job. The immune response against cancer may not be strong

enough or cancer cells may evade the immune responses. Cancer develops ways to escape immune- recognition.

When this happens, the immune system is unable to mount an attack on cancer cells, in turn giving rise to more

cancer cells growing bigger and stronger. With this weakened immune system, cancer gets a chance to grow and

metastasise, what is called stage 4 cancer. The cancer spreads to other parts of the body making it difficult to

treat. 

What's the best way to treat cancer?

Cancer is best treated by a multi-modal approach. A multi-modal approach is a comprehensive approach that

includes surgery, radiation, chemotherapy as well as immunotherapy. It also includes alternative and

complementary systems of medicine. Cancer is a difficult-to-treat disease, hence a comprehensive approach is

the best way to treat it. Cancer and its treatment both bring a lot of suffering to the patient. It is not enough to

treat a patient with conventional methods alone, without treating the pain, fatigue, the depression that comes

with it. A cancer patient needs a complete treatment plan to get rid of cancer and the associated problems.

Can Immunotherapy bring a cure to cancer?

Several studies are showing that Immunotherapy has the power to "cure" cancer, a word used with caution by

Oncologists. The immune system once activated against cancer, not only kills cancer but also memorises the

event of killing. Thus when cancer arises again, the immune system mounts an attack against it, in the same way,

it did the first time, killing the recurrent cancer cells and bringing about a cure in cancer. Unless we give the

immune system a chance to eradicate cancer, we can not be sure of complete recovery or cure. 

SMOKING: 
HOW DOES IT LEAD TO CANCER?
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Immunotherapy is already the standard of care for some types of
cancers, even at advanced stages. Immunotherapy is changing the
paradigm of cancer treatments. More immunotherapies are available
in ongoing clinical trials.

Our immune system is smart and strong, but
sometimes that's not enough to fight a disease
like cancer. We know by now, there's a
treatment called immunotherapy that helps use
your own immune system to seek out and
destroy cancer. It is different from how
chemotherapy works. Let us find out how:

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CHEMOTHERAPY AND
IMMUNOTHERAPY

Chemotherapy that attacks tumors
directly.

CHEMOTHERAPY

1.

2. Chemo works as long as the drugs are in
your system,

3. Chemo attacks all rapidly dividing cells,
both healthy and cancerous, causing some of
the side effects you know, like hair loss and
nausea.

4. With chemo, tumours may shrink
immediately.

Immunotherapy treats you and your immune
system

IMMUNOTHERAPY

1.

How does it work?
One, immunotherapy can activate a robust,
stronger than the normal immune response
Two, it can teach your immune system how to
spot cancer cells and destroy them.

2. Immunotherapy may help your immune
system long after treatment ends. 

3. With immunotherapy, side effects are different
and can come from an overactive immune system,
and include skin rashes or diarrhoea. They are
less toxic compared to chemotherapy.

4. Immunotherapy can take longer to treat
cancer. Sometimes tumours even appear to grow
before getting smaller.

C A N C E R  F O C U S  N E W S L E T T E R
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  mmunotherapy is often perceived as a relatively recent advance when in reality it is an ancient science.

From ancient Egypt, some 3000 years ago, to the early 19th century there have been multiple reports of

tumours disappearing spontaneously or after an infection with a high fever. The similarity between cancer

and inflammation were described for the first time by the Greek physician Galen, who observed that cancer

might evolve from inflammatory lesions. The most significant advances came from William B. Coley who

is known as the Father of Immunotherapy. He observed a number of cases in which potentially incurable

cancer patients went into spontaneous remission after developing an acute bacterial infection. Despite the

success, the lack of mechanism of action for Coley's methods as well as the risk of infecting cancer patients

caused oncologists to prefer surgery and radiotherapy and Coley's legacy was widely forgotten and

dismissed for some decades. 

Interest in the immune system came up again after 1945, with the discovery of interferon and the very first

cancer vaccine. The existence of T cells and their very crucial role in immunity was discovered in the late

1960s by Jacques Miller,  followed by the discovery of Dendritic cells by Ralph Steinman in 1973, and

natural killer (NK) cells in 1975 by Klein, which paved the way forward. Finally in the 1980s, when the

vaccine against hepatitis B was discovered, the field of immunotherapy emerged and optimism resurfaced

that immunotherapy might be used to treat many diseases including cancer and propelled research into

where we are at the moment. 

Around 50 years ago, professor Lloyd J Old, pioneer of cancer immuno-oncology correctly predicted that

in the future immunotherapy would be the 4th kind of cancer therapy., and immunotherapy has rightly

claimed as the legitimate 4th pillar of cancer treatment after surgery, radiation and chemotherapy.

Numerous contributions have been made in this field, and this field is growing at a rapid pace as it shows

promising responses in a large number of patients, worldwide. 

THE HISTORY OF CANCER
IMMUNOTHERAPY

Immunotherapy has gone from dream to science
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WHAT ARE DENDRITIC CELLS?

D e n d r i t i c  c e l l s  a r e  t h e  m o s t
s p e c i a l  c e l l s ,  a n d  t h e  m o s t
e f f i c i e n t  c e l l s  o f  t h e
i m m u n e  s y s t e m ,  t h a t  h a v e
t h e  p o w e r  t o  i n i t i a t e  t h e
p r o c e s s  o f  c a n c e r - k i l l i n g

endritic cells (DC) are the most specialised cells of the immune system. They are also the

most efficient as they can capture the most insignificant amount of antigens and break them

into peptides to activate T cells. They are the only cells of the immune system that can

initiate antigen-specific immune responses. 

Dendritic cells have finger-like projections, that capture their targets like bacteria, viruses

or cancer cells. At first, they internalize it, then break it down to peptides, and then project

the peptides on their surface, for T cells to recognise them. When a naive T cell comes in

close proximity to a Dendritic cell, there is stimulation of the T cell. The naive T cell gets

converted to a committed T cell- i.e. committed to doing its job of killing the target enemy. 

This is how the infections are fought, as well as how the cancer cells are killed by the

immune system. 

When the immune system is successfully used, the targets are destroyed with little or no

collateral damage. 

Did you know?

Former US President Jimmy Carter got

cured of his cancer by Immunotherapy.

In 2015, he had aggressive cancer

(metastatic melanoma), that spread

through his body and he wasn't

expected to survive. With

immunotherapy, he had a miraculous

recovery, with his liver and brain lesions

gone. He is 97 and continues to be free

of cancer. 

C A N C E R  F O C U S  N E W S L E T T E R
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Denvax is Dendritic Cell Therapy,

   -that works to boost immunity against cancer

Dendritic cells are cells of the immune system that help in the fight against cancer.

Denvax is your personalised cancer treatment that involves cancer-fighting dendritic cells. Being

autologous, it is non-toxic and does not interfere with an ongoing treatment plan or the patient’s daily

routine. 

Denvax is a treatment for most solid tumours, including lymphoma and multiple myeloma. It can be given

at any stage of the disease. It is targeted therapy and comes under the 4th modality of cancer treatment

called cancer Immunotherapy. The other three are Surgery, Radiation and Chemotherapy. 

D E N V A X :  D E N D R I T I C  C E L L  T H E R A P Y  F O R  C A N C E R

 DENVAX CANCER IMMUNOTHERAPY

C A N C E R  F O C U S

In cancer, the immune system fails as cells of the immune system fail to recognise the cancer cells. The

immune system doesn’t “see” tumours as foreign or dangerous, and doesn’t mount a strong attack against

them. 

 

Another reason tumours may not stimulate an immune response is that cancer cells develop ways to

escape the immune system. 

A dendritic cell is a specialised cell that boosts immune responses in our body, by correcting the failure to

recognise the cancer cell. The activated immune system then circulates throughout the body and destroys

the cancer cells. 

D E N V A X :  H O W  D O E S  I T  W O R K ?

Let Your Immune System Treat Your Cancer
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In this technique, the patient’s own blood cells are taken and transformed into dendritic cells that are

trained to fight cancer cells. These dendritic cells given back to the patient initiate a fight against the disease

at the cellular level and help in stopping cancer. 

The first dose manufactured is given to the patient on the 10th day of blood collection. Subsequent doses are

administered at 2- weeks intervals. 

Denvax is an Adjuvant/Additional treatment plan. It helps to fight cancer by killing the cancer cells. It works

by activating the immune system against cancer. Cancer is best treated by a multi-disciplinary approach. The

other treatment modalities including surgery, radiation and chemotherapy also help to kill the cancer cells.

Denvax adds to this arsenal of killing cancer. It helps to improve quality of life, prolong life and give
better clinical outcomes. 

Denvax has little or no conflict with other treatment modalities. Being autologous (self), it is almost non-

toxic and does not interfere with the patient’s ongoing treatment plan or his/her daily routine. In stage IV

patients, it works as palliative therapy, which helps in giving comfort to the patient. 

D E N V A X  U S E S

M E T H O D  O F  D E N V A X  P R E P A R A T I O N  

H O W  T O  B E G I N  D E N V A X  T R E A T M E N T ?

To begin Denvax treatment, the patient or the attendant is required to contact our office, preferably nearby

the patient's location. The patient is then required to send his reports and a short video, explaining or showing

his/her current clinical status. 

The doctor evaluates the patient's clinical condition and may or may not advise Denvax, based on Eligibility

Criteria. Patients willing to take Denvax treatment are required to fill and sign an Informed Consent Form. The

logistics team then works on the collection of blood drawn from the patient’s home. They assign a trained

technical staff to travel to the patient’s location for blood collection. 

It takes 8 days to manufacture Denvax. The patient may choose to get the Denvax dose in the comforts of their

home or visit any of the Denvax clinics for receiving the dose. Trained technical staff along with Denvax dose is

sent to the patient's home for administration. The technical staff leaves the patient's home only after the dose

is safely received by the patient. Further doses are administered the same way.

H O W  S A F E  I S  D E N V A X ?

Denvax has negligible adverse effects or toxicity as compared to chemotherapy. Being an autologous

treatment it is safe and has minimal side effects. Some patients may experience fever for a day or two after

taking Denvax therapy. 

To know more, visit www.denvaxindia.com, or call us at 1800 123 1132 
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Denvax is personalised
cancer medicine, which
involves cancer-
fighting dendritic cells.

Denvax is your
additional/adjuva
nt treatment plan

It is a targeted
treatment plan. It
targets the cancer
cells only, without
harming the
healthy ones

Being non-toxic,
it does not
interfere with
the patient's
treatment plan
or daily routine

Denvax is not a
drug; it is a
process to
rejuvenate the
immune system,
specifically
against cancer

Denvax targets
micrometastasis:
the disseminated
cancer cells
responsible for the
recurrence and
relapse of cancer in
treated patients.

DENVAX shows most promise at
preventing a recurrence of cancer
after surgery, chemotherapy or
radiation because it targets the
micrometastasis, the cells
responsible for recurrence. 

THE DENVAX
ADVANTAGE

Denvax helps prevent relapse

DENVAX can be given as a

stand-alone treatment or in

combination with the other

treatment modalities.  

Denvax is given in combination with
other modalities of cancer treatment

Denvax delays cancer
progression and improves
patient survival. At The Denvax
Clinics, we have treated a
number of cancer patients with
M1 (metastatic) disease who are
leading a recurrence-free quality
of life for many months to years.
We have experience in treating
tens of thousands of patients
suffering from cancer in various
stages of the disease. 

Denvax delays cancer
progression and improves
survival

Ease of denvax manufacturing and
administration

To manufacture Denvax, the
patient's own mononuclear cells
are collected by drawing a fresh
sample of peripheral blood. The
CD14+ cells are isolated and
further processed for 8 days to
transform them into cancer-
specific DC. These dendritic cells
are then re-infused into the same
patient on the 10th day of drawing
blood. 

Negligible adverse effects or
toxicity as compared to
chemotherapy

Denvax is customized treatment.
It is designed to be safe and has
minimal side effects. Some
patients may experience fever
for a day or two after taking
Denvax therapy. The
components of Denvax include
patient's own mononuclear cells
manipulated into cancer-
fighting dendritic cells; there is
no graft versus host reaction, or
acute-or delayed-type
hypersensitivity.  
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DR. SHARMIN YAQIN, MD

DIRECTOR, THE DENVAX CLINICS, 
CENTER FOR CANCER IMMUNOTHERAPY,

INDIA

   or a very long time, we have seen

patients struggle with cancer. We also

know cancer needs a different

approach in order to find respite, and

that we need to move fast. Thankfully,

Immunotherapy has come up in a big

way, bringing not just hope but also

cures in this disease. We are fortunate

to have pioneered this work in India

when the word "Immunotherapy" was

almost unheard of. 

We hope to create history by bringing

the best possible treatment in cancer,

that is not just safe, but also affordable

and easy to access in all parts of our

country. We are thankful to our

patients who have put so much trust in

us and given us a chance to prove the

worthiness of this treatment. Here's

wishing everyone health and

happiness!

Cancer is  r is ing to epidemic
proport ions.  Unless we change
the rules of treating cancer,
we cannot make progress in
bringing cures.
 
Cancer prevention is  one way
of reducing the suffer ing and
mortal ity in this  disease.  The
other way is  ear ly diagnosis
along with a comprehensive
treatment plan.  

  E
X

C
L

U
S

I
V

E

“We have the largest

experience of 18+ years in

treating various cancers using

Dendritic cells. From our

clinical experience, we find

that Denvax helps most

cancer patients in varying

degrees. The majority of the

patients respond favourably

in some form or the other,  A

minority may show no

response at all, whereas a

small group may even enter

into a cure. 

At, The Denvax Clinics, we

keep making endeavours  and

progress to better the clinical

outcomes and help  our

patients achieve long and

disease-free life."

                       

                        -Dr. Sharmin Yaqin

#DENVAX #CANCERFOCUS  11



Denvax R&D Center 
Sohna, Haryana

Denvax is easy to administer and a safe
treatment option. It is manufactured in
our state-of-the-art R&D centre in Sohna,
Haryana. Blood is collected from the
patient’s location or any of our collection
centres. It is collected in a special
CellNuteTM bottle and sent to Sohna Lab
facility for Denvax manufacturing. 

It is manufactured as a 3-dose or 6-dose
protocol. In a few isolated cases, it is
manufactured as a single dose. These
doses once manufactured are stored in
liquid nitrogen under strict conditions in
Sohna facility. When they are to be
administered, they are transported for
delivery to the patient’s location, under
strict temperature conditions. 

DENVAX NURSING HOME
VASANT VIHAR, NEW DELHI
The Denvax Clinics introduce their new 30+bedded IPD facility for improved
patient care. The facility is located in New Delhi, in the posh locality of Vasant
Vihar. It has round the clock doctors, nursing care and emergency facilities, in
addition to beds for patient admission. The Denvax Clinic IPD Facility is created
to provide comfort and care at the most affordable prices. There are single
rooms, and double rooms, available. There is a separate General Ward at the top
floor, at the most subsidised and affordable rate. 

Homelike Comfort
The IPD Facility at 84 Poorvi Marg has a home-like feel and comfort. The facility is
created to manage patients better, and promptly, especially those that come
from distant locations. The patients can now have improved cancer care in the
visibility of our team of doctors. There is provision for meals and snacks. And a
bed for attendants, subject to availability. 

Round the clock care
The patients will be attended by round-the-clock available nursing staff, patient
coordinators as well as doctors. In case of an emergency, a doctor on duty will
look after the patient. Where the patient requires further care, the caregivers will
be informed to shift their patient to a higher centre of care. It is to be noted, this
is not an apex or tertiary centre of care. The purpose of this clinic is to offer
basic and improved care to its patients.
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Dr. Sharmin Yaqin
Director, The Denvax Clinics, India

Dr. Jamal A. Khan
Director, The Denvax Clinics, India

About Us
 

Developed by Dr. Jamal A. Khan and Dr. Sharmin Yaqin, Denvax has been in use for more than 18 years of its
existence. Together, they pioneered customised Cancer Immunotherapy in India. Having more than 18 years of vast

and exclusive clinical experience in treating cancer, they run offices in various cities across India and outside. 

Dear Friends, 

We, at The Denvax Clinics, strive to ensure we give the best possible treatment for our patients suffering from
cancer. We understand the pain and suffering patients undergo in this disease. For this reason, we are constantly
making endeavours to upgrade our system, keep close contact with our patients and do our best in the treatment
we offer. 

We try to individualise each treatment plan, best suited for the patient's needs and demands. 

Cancer is a dynamic disease process and keeps evolving. At times, it takes unexpected turns. For this reason, we
individualise each person's treatment plan, to maximise the benefit. Where required, we advise surgery, radiation
and chemotherapy and palliative treatment plans. Our aim is to maximise the treatment outcomes for each
patient. Not only that, we ensure additionally that our patient is well nourished, is not in pain, and living a decent
life. We are equipped with a team of doctors for the follow-ups and continued patient management.

We do our best to ensure we are with you in this struggle. Wishing you the best of health and happiness,

Dr. Jamal A. Khan
Dr. Sharmin Yaqin

Directors, 
The Denvax Clinics & Optimum Therapeutics Pvt. Ltd. India
Email: contact@denvaxindia.com
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Good nutrition is important for cancer patients. Eating the right kinds of foods can help the patient

feel better and stay stronger. A healthy diet includes eating and drinking enough of the foods and

liquids that have important nutrients the body needs.

WHAT TO EAT DURING 

DENVAX TREATMENT:
MANAGING YOUR ILLNESS

Eating small portions slowly and
every few hours seem to work best.

Plain or Fruited yoghurt

Fresh fruit and cottage cheese (Paneer)

Boiled  egg and toast

Toasted bread with a small amount of

butter

Cereal and milk or Soy milk, if lactose

Vegetable or Chicken rice soup  

Eat small meals and snacks
throughout the day. Aim for 5-6

smaller meals rather than 3 large meals.

Eat lower-fat, blander foods that are
easy to digest and do not cause ill

effects like bloating, indigestion,

nausea, or unnecessary weight gain.

Drink fluids frequently – this will

prevent dehydration and remove some

of the byproducts of the chemotherapy.

Water is the best drink but there are

other sources of fluids such as juices,

broth, clear soups, protein drinks,

smoothies, herbal teas and sharbat. 

Eat foods high in protein paneer,
cheese, protein powder, eggs, beans 

 legumes, meat like fish and chicken if

you are a non-vegetarian. 

 

Avoid skipping meals and eating fatty,

greasy or spicy foods. Light, bland foods

seem to work best. Some examples of

choices are:

intolerant

Regular and light exercise can help with

appetite and digestion issues related to

treatment.

Take enough calories to maintain your
weight, and protein to help rebuild tissues.

Learn to de-stress. Practice meditation and

deep breathing exercises for mental

relaxation. 

Sleep well, for a good 8-10 hours a day. Sleep

promotes healing in our bodies.

If you have pain take medications, or ask
your doctor to manage it. Eating and sleep

must not be compromised due to the

presence of pain.

Maintain a weight chart, and record your

weight regularly. Keep your weight within

healthy limits.

Make a food diary. Write down everything

that you eat on a daily basis.

Make a list of foods you like, that are healthy

for you. Make a list of foods, you should not

eat, and which are unhealthy for you.

Choose an anti-inflammatory diet. It will

give you good nutrition to fight the disease.

Manage nausea, vomiting and diarrhoea. Do

not skip meals because of it, take medication

instead. Speak with your doctor.

CANCER FOCUS
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Hard fruits like apple and pear can be
steamed or boiled to soften them, for

patient consumption. Soft foods are easy to

consume.

It is possible to blend/puree most forms
of food, for patients who can't eat. Cook

food until soft, and then blend/puree it, and

sieve it.

Home-made yoghurt is best.

Avoid red meat. Include more fish, poultry,

and plant-based proteins, such as beans.

Take healthy fats, with omega-3 and
monounsaturated fats. Good sources

include olive and canola oil, olives, walnuts,

chia seeds, flaxseed, avocado and fish.

Avoid foods that cause you allergies.
Avoid milk if you are lactose intolerant.

Choose lactose-free milk instead. 

Eat protein with caution if you are having
kidney disease. Speak with your doctor

first.

Manage your anaemia, with foods and iron

tablets. Speak with your doctor to assess the

cause of blood loss, or reduced haemoglobin

status. Take iron-containing foods regularly. 

Eat fresh foods only. Eat plenty of fresh

fruits and vegetables, of different colours.

Eat seasonal, and local produce preferably. 

Avoid "Achaar" (pickles) with high salt,

preservatives and high oil content. Also,

avoid sour fruits and juices.

Avoid eating foods with preservatives,

food colouring, additives, taste enhancers,

stabilisers etc. Check the bottle label; ensure

it is safe for you.

Avoid eating packaged foods, like milk in

cartons, heavy sauces, tinned/canned foods.

Avoid beverages with soda and excessive

sugars.

Drink fresh homemade juices. Avoid

packaged juices available in the market.

Eat fibre in moderation. Fibre is good for

us, however, when consumed in large

amounts it promotes inflammation. 

A few cancer  prevention  t ips  that  
a lso  he lp  to  boost  your  immunity :

Smoking

Wrong food choices 

Lack of physical activity

Stress

Lack of sleep

Mental health issues

Obesity

Alcohol abuse

infections

Prolonged exposure to pollution

& radiation

AVOID FACTORS THAT PROMOTE
INFLAMMATION: 

 

Eat healthily: eat anti-inflammatory foods

Exercise regularly

Sleep well

Maintain good interpersonal ties and

relations

Learn to manage stress

Get regular health checkups

Watch out for any early signs of cancer

Treat infections and chronic diseases early

CHOOSE AN ANTI-INFLAMMATORY
LIFESTYLE:
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Get in touch for your Cancer Care

 

DELHI

18 & 84 Poorvi Marg
Vasant Vihar
New Delhi 110057 
Phone : 011 41060168, 
            011 40239013 

MUMBAI

Shop No. 3,4,5,
Mangaljyot Society, Juhu
Lane 
Andheri West, 
Mumbai – 400058 
Phone : 022 26241501

HYDERABAD

5 Ground Floor, MGR
Estate, Dwarkapuri
Colony, Panjagutta,
Hyderabad - 500082
Phone : 040 42012113

 

AHMEDABAD

G-1, Span Trade Center,
Pritamnagar, Ellisbridge,
Ahmedabad-380006 
Phone : 079 40396660

KOLKATA

Ground Floor, Block- 1, Sri
Ram Nagar Complex, VIP
Road, Kolkata – 700052, 
Phone : +91 8981555444, 
+91 03325298007

CHENNAI

Shop No: G-19, Ground
Floor Elcanso Complex at 
No: 10, Casa Major Road
Egmore, Chennai – 600008 
Phone : +91 044-42076812

AMRITSAR

Shop No 19, GF, 
C-Block Market, Ranjit
Avenue, 
Amritsar - 143001
Tel : 01833510219

LUCKNOW

Eldeco Elegant, shop No 101,
Vibhuti khand, Gomtinagar
(Opposite Kisan Bazaar) 
Lucknow 226010.UP.
Tel : 05224304264

WWW.DENVAXINDIA.COM

WHATSAPP:  +91  9958352455 ,  +91  7303876727 ,  +91  9311808420

Tollfree no. 1800 123 1132

Health Wealth & Lifestyle @drsharminyaqin, @denvax @denvaxofficial

The Denvax Clinics owned and managed by Optimum Therapeutics Pvt. Ltd. 


